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Abstract
In this paper, we study a particular type of surface segmentation problem motivated by molecular biology applications. In particular, two input surfaces are given, coarsely modeling two different conformations of a molecule undergoing a semi-rigid deformation. The molecule consists
of two subunits that move in a roughly rigid manner. The goal is to segment the input surfaces
into these semi-rigid subcomponents. The problem is closely related to non-rigid surface registration problems, although considering only a special type of deformation that exists commonly
in macromolecular movements (such as the popular hinge motion). We present and implement
an efficient paradigm for this problem, which combines several existing and new ideas. We
demonstrate the performance of our new algorithm by some preliminary experimental results in
segmenting low-resolution molecular surfaces.

1

Introduction

Registration of shapes is an important problem arising in many research areas, such as computer
graphics, vision, pattern recognition, and structural biology. In general, given two structures represented as, say, surfaces, one wishes to identify for every point from one surface the corresponding
point from the other. This registration problem is closely related to the problem of measuring shape
similarities.
Much of previous work has been focused on the so-called rigid-body registration, where given
two structures A and B, the goal is to find the best rigid transformation for B so that the distance
between A and B is minimized (and thus the similarity between A and B is maximized). In this
paper, we consider the case where the input object consists of a small number of components. Each
component moves roughly in a rigid manner. Given two conformations of this object, represented by
surfaces SA and SB , we wish to segment SA (and/or SB ) into these components without any prior
knowledge on their correspondences, and call the resulting problem the semi-rigid segmentation
problem. Note that the solution of this problem, namely the segmentation as well as the correspondences between the respective subunits, can then be used to find a full registration between the two
input surfaces.
Motivation. The semi-rigid segmentation problem has many applications. For example, in human body tracking, the major body parts undergo hinge-type motions. Our main motivation, however, comes from molecular structural biology. In particular, a macro-molecule (e.g, a protein) may
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change its conformation significantly during important biological processes. With current structure
determination technologies, it is possible to obtain some “snapshots” of this deformation process,
such as the beginning and ending conformations. In order to understand the entire deformation, it
is necessary to find correspondences among these few obtained conformations. On the other hand,
high-resolution structures, which include the types and positions of atoms in a molecule, are very
hard and time-consuming to obtain. More and more research turn to low-resolution structural data,
like cryo-EM data, where the atomic information of the molecule is not available. As such, effectively, we are only given two surfaces in arbitrary orientation with no correspondences information,
and we wish to register them. One major type of macro-molecular deformation is the so-called
“hinge-motion”, where components of the molecule, usually protein domains, rotate around some
“hinge pivot”. The registration between conformations under hinge-type motion is essentially a
semi-rigid segmentation problem.
Related work. Registration has been widely studied and used in a broad range of applications,
where input objects can be image data, curves, surfaces, and so on. We refer the readers to [15, 42]
for some surveys on this topic. Below we give a brief review for surface registration methods, with
a focus on non-rigid cases, as well as related work in the field of molecular structural biology.
One basic challenge in the registration problem is that there are two subproblems needed to be
optimized simultaneously, and the solutions of them interact with each other. In particular, one needs
to find both the right transformation to align the two surfaces, and the correspondences between
points from input surfaces. To make things worse, the input data are usually noisy and possibly
incomplete (thus may require partial matching). Hence the problem is complex even for rigid-body
registrations. To make the problem computationally more manageable, many approaches first extract
features from input objects and check only those transformations that align compatible features. In
other words, they only sample the transformational space at a few potential positions. The problem
then becomes how to capture representative and discriminative features [8, 6, 14, 18, 21, 24]. There
are also several popular paradigms for the rigid-body registration that can be combined with the
use of features, such as the Iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [9] and Geometric hashing technique [40]. Nevertheless, despite a great amount of research devoted to the rigid-body registration
problem, the field still contains many unanswered questions.
The non-rigid registration problem is much harder. Much research on this topic is motivated
by applications from computer vision to track patterns in video sequences [25] or in medical image
processing for describing deformations of organs such as the brain and heart [30, 31]. Different
methods have been developed for different types of objects. Given the temporal coherence that
exists in video sequences, the deformation between two consecutive conformations is usually not
too great. Some (physics-based) deformable model is usually built for the input object to help
to establish correspondences between two consecutive conformations, as well as the deformation
between them [42, 25, 31, 32]. Most works assume either (some of) the correspondences are known,
or that the objects are already roughly aligned. For example, a few correspondences can be provided
a priori, obtained either manually [27, 28] or by attaching markers to the object [5, 16, 20]. There
is also a lot of research on the articulated motion, such as tracking human bodies or hand gestures
[19, 43], which is similar to the type of semi-rigid deformations we consider. In general, the problem
of non-rigid registration remains largely open.
Registration also plays an important role in computational biology. The widely investigated
problem of protein structure classification is essentially curve matching, where proteins are represented by their backbone curves [17, 33, 29]; and surface registration is crucial to the study of
protein-protein recognition, which can be modeled as a partial surface matching problem under the
constraint that the two molecular surfaces do not penetrate each other much [11, 35, 39]. Most pre2

vious work has focused on rigid-body registration. For non-rigid cases, the normal modes analysis
(NMA), including the so called elastic network theory, has been one of the main tools for modeling
deformations (other than molecular dynamics). NMA is a powerful tool and has obtained success
in several cases [1, 4, 36, 37]. Such approaches usually start with a high-resolution structure where
both the type and the position of each atom is known, although recently there are some work on
constructing elastic network by discretizing a low-resolution model [12, 26, 38]. The deformable
model (i.e, the normal modes) are constructed based purely on one single conformation. Hence it
does not take advantage of the other conformations available, neither can it produce the registration between two conformations directly. Recently, in [36], in order to fit a high-resolution X-ray
structure into a low-resolution cryo-EM map (which can be considered as the registration between
the two structures), they first represent the X-ray structure in a virtual coordinate system using the
low-order normal modes as bases. They then optimize the structure in this coordinate system to
best match the EM map (roughly a density map). Initial alignments between the two input structures are required, and the involved optimization problem is time-consuming to solve (the time is
usually measured in hours). Finally, for hinge-type motion, there is research aiming at segmenting
the input structure into semi-rigid subunits, as well as identifying the hinge pivot, when both the
high-resolution structures and correspondences between input conformations are given [41, 22].
Our contribution. We focus on a specific type of deformation of molecular structures, where several subunits (domains) of a molecule deform in a roughly rigid manner. This includes the most popular types of macromolecular movements, such as the hinge motion, as well as many instances of the
so-called “shear” motion. Our goal is to develop a simple geometric approach that can identify large
deforming subunits reliably and automatically. Compared to previous more general approaches, our
method is efficient and robust, and works when no high-resolution structures and prior correspondences are available at all. The resulting segmentation of input structure into semi-rigid components
can then serve as inputs for more refined registration procedures, or for visualization tools so that
biologists can inspect them visually to obtain insights. Furthermore, since the registration between
two surfaces becomes relatively easy once the segmentation and correspondences are determined,
our approach can facilitate the search of a given structure (say, some protein) in the low-resolution
structure data of a large and complex system (such as a ribosome), in which case efficiency is a
crucial factor.
More specifically, we consider the aforementioned semi-rigid segmentation problem for two
given molecular surfaces SA and SB . We design and develop a segmentation framework that combines several ideas, some existed already, in a novel way. The new approach uses landmark-based
virtual coordinates instead of the usual Cartesian coordinates to handle deformations. In order to
identify the landmarks automatically, we exploit a voting idea, taking advantages of a set of potentially good rigid registrations. In particular, by exploiting the feature pairs computed from the
so-called elevation function [2], we develop a scheme to vote for landmarks using landmark-based
coordinates. This scheme is facilitated by the one-to-one correspondence between rigid transformations and pairs of feature pairs existed in our framework. Finally, the extracted landmarks also give
rise to a natural procedure to segment input molecular surfaces. The entire framework is easy to implement and we present preliminary experimental results at the end to demonstrate its performances.

2

Coarse Rigid Registrations

First, we compute a set of coarse rigid registrations between SA and SB . Our approach is based on
the elevation function Elev : S → R over a surface S introduced in [2]. Roughly speaking, every
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point x ∈ S has a canonical pairing partner y that shares the same normal direction nx with x: the
pair (x, y) describes a feature in direction nx , and Elev(x), defined as the height difference between
x and y in this direction, indicates the size of this feature (See Figure 1 (a) for an illustration in
the plane). Furthermore, the set of maxima of the elevation function, together with their canonical
pairing partners, form a set of feature pairs, capturing important protrusions and cavities from the
given surface. Each feature pair s = (x, y) consists of a pair of points x and y, together with their
common normal and the elevation value. We sometimes refer to s as a segment and x, y as its
endpoints.
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Figure 1: (a) In 2D: x is paired with y with common normal. Elev(x) = Elev(y) = h. The maxima of
elevation return a set of feature pairs like (x, y) and (p, q). (b) The top-scored registration between A and B
may not align any pair of corresponding components.

Pairs of feature-pairs and rigid transformations. In three dimensions, a pair of feature-pairs
(PFP) (s1 , s2 ), with s1 from SA and s2 from SB , is sufficient to determine a rigid transformation
µ(s1 , s2 ). This can be achieved by aligning the corresponding endpoints of s1 and s2 , as well as
the normal directions. If the normal of s1 (resp. of s2 ) is in the same direction of segment s1 (resp.
s2 ), we consider this PFP to be degenerate and do not consider it. Given surfaces SA and SB , we
first compute a set F(A) (resp. F(B)) of feature pairs from SA (resp. SB ) using the maxima of
elevation function. The set of points involved in feature pairs from F(A) and F(B) are denoted by
P(A) and P(B), respectively. We then consider only transformations produced by aligning a pair of
feature-pairs, one from F(A) and one from F(B). The resulting set of transformations is denoted
by Π. For each rigid transformation µ ∈ Π, we compute its score based on some scoring function
σ(SA , µ(SB )) to measure how good µ is. We sort Π in decreasing order of their scores. At this state,
we simply take σ(SA , µ(SB )) as the number of pairs of points p ∈ P(A) and q ∈ µ(P(B)) such
that d(p, q), the Euclidean distance between p and q, is smaller than some given threshold. We use
the geometric hashing technique to compute Π and their scores. In particular, geometric hashing is
a technique for computing the scores of alignments between two sets of points (possibly augmented
with other information). Instead of checking every pair of feature-pairs (one from F(A) and one
from F(B)) and computing the score of resulting alignment, geometric hashing technique processes
F(A) and F(B) separately in two stages, evaluating the score of each possible alignment implicitly.
This leads to a significant reduction in time complexity, and is a widely used technique in computer
vision, graphics, as well as molecular structure biology [40, 13].
Let n = |SA | be the number of vertices in surface SA ; and m = |SB |. The size of F(A) and
F(B), thus P(A) and P(B), are upper bounded by O(n) and O(m) respectively. In practice, they
are much smaller: around 100 in our experiments, as we only keep those pairs with large elevation
value (thus more significant features). The size of Π is bounded by |F(A)| · |F(B)| = O(nm).
Finally, we remark that in this work, all transformations we consider are produced by aligning
PFPs. Hence we sometimes do not distinguish between a transformation and a PFP. For example,
the set of transformations Π obtained above can also be viewed as a set of PFPs.
4
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Segmentation Algorithm

The method described above performs well for rigid transformations [39]. However, in our case,
there exists certain non-rigid deformation between input surfaces. Hence a rigid transformation is
unable to identify all matching components at once. In order to segment the input surface, say SA ,
into semi-rigid components, a natural approach consists of the following steps: (i) start with a coarse
registration µ1 that align one pair of components well, (ii) eliminate all points of SA that are close
to their correspondences on SB under transformation µ1 , (iii) extract a good registration from the
remaining points to identify the second pair of matching components, and (iv) repeat step (ii) and
(iii) to identify more semi-rigid components.
There are, however, a few problems with this approach: (P1.) How to choose the first registration
µ1 ? The top-ranked transformation from Π is a natural choice, but it may in fact align none of the
components well (see Figure 1 (b)). (P2.) How to define correspondences between points from
SA and SB w.r.t. µ1 ? If we use Euclidean distance to measure closeness, a point on a deformed
component may find a completely wrong correspondence, which will induce wrong registration at
step (iii). (P3.) How to extract the next matching components? (P4.) How to eventually segment
SA into semi-rigid components?
Below we first address problem P2, after which we describe our new algorithm.

3.1

Landmark-based coordinates

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Two surfaces aligned by their main component. Under this registration, in (b), points p1 and p2
from SA should correspond to q1 and q2 from SB respectively. But they will most likely be matched to q under
Euclidean distances.

For rigid alignments, one common way to define the correspondence of p ∈ SA is by finding its
nearest neighbor in SB under Euclidean distance metric. This approach unfortunately fails for the
non-rigid scenario. For example, in Figure 2 we are given two surfaces where their main components
are well-aligned, but not the small components. As such, for a point p in this small component,
its nearest neighbor under the Euclidean distance can be quite far from its real correspondence
q (Figure 2 (b) ). This remains to be the case even if we augment the Euclidean distance with
normal information. To find more reliable correspondences, we would like to use a different distance
measure that is hopefully invariant w.r.t. the type of semi-rigid deformation we consider. Intuitively,
given a few points p1 , ..., pk from SA , as SA undergoes hinge-type motion , the geodesic distance
from any point p ∈ SA to pi ’s does not vary significantly. This suggests the following landmarkbased virtual coordinates for points from each surface.
Given surfaces SA , a set of landmarks of SA is simply a set of points L = {l1 , . . . , lk }, li ∈ SA .
Let gd(p, q) denote the geodesic distance from p ∈ SA to q ∈ SA , which is the length of the
5

shortest path connecting p to q along surface SA . We define the landmark-based coordinate of
p = (px , py , pz ) w.r.t. L as the following (k+3)-tuple
p = ξL (p) = hpx , py , pz , gd(p, l1 ), . . . , gd(p, lk )i.
The distance between two points p and q represented in landmark-based coordinates (i.e, for p and
q) is defined as
v
u 3
k+3
u X
X
(p[i] − q[i])2 + (1 − λ)
(p[i] − q[i])2 ,
(1)
δL (p, q) = tλ
i=1

i=4

where λ specifies the weight of the Euclidean distance between p and q. We sometimes omit the
subscript L from ξL () and δL () when its choice is clear from the context.
Given surfaces SA and SB , a set of landmarks L = {l1 , . . . , lk } for SA corresponding to a set
of landmarks M = {m1 , . . . , mk } for SB means that li corresponds to mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We
sometimes refer to set L and M as matching sets of landmarks for SA and SB ; δL (p, q) can be
extended for p ∈ SA and q ∈ SB once L and M are given.

3.2

Overview of the algorithm

Ideally, to find the right correspondences for all points from SA , we wish to have at least one landmark from each semi-rigid component of SA , as well as one from its corresponding component from
SB . Our algorithm aims at identifying each pair of matching components with one PFP, (s1 , s2 ),
with s1 ∈ F(A) and s2 ∈ F(B). The overview of our segmentation algorithm is shown in Figure 3. P REPROCESSING and S TEP 1 were described in previous section. Next we explain steps 2 –
4 in detail. We remark how the four aforementioned problems (P1 to P4) are addressed in this new
approach at the end of this section.
SegRigidComponents (SA , SB )
PREPROCESSING) Compute sets of feature pairs F(A) and F(B) for SA and SB
STEP 1) Construct and sort Π by aligning PFPs from F(A) and F(B)
STEP 2) Compute a set of reliable PFPs
STEP 3) Compute matching sets of landmarks L and M
STEP 4) Segment SA based on L and M
Figure 3: Overview of our algorithm for the semi-rigid segmentation problem.

3.3

Landmark Selection

The goal here is to compute the matching sets of landmarks L and M for SA and SB , respectively.
Note that a pair of matching landmarks, (li , mi ), is nothing but two points corresponding to each
other reliably. A natural approach is to first identify some feature points from each surface, and
then establish reliable correspondences among them based on some shape descriptor around each
point [14]. However, molecular surfaces are quite homogeneous in the sense that many points look
alike in their local neighborhood. In order to be more discriminative, it is then desirable to use more
complex features, such as pairs of points, or triple-points, instead of simply points. Unfortunately,
increasing the complexity of the definition of features also increases the number of potential features:
for example, there are O(n3 ) triple-points for a surface with n vertices.
6

In our approach, we choose to use the feature-pairs (F(A) and F(B) ) computed from the
elevation function as our basic features. Note that although the number of pairs of points is Θ(n2 ),
there are only linear (O(n)) number of feature pairs. More specifically, in S TEP 2, we first compute
a set Ω of reliable PFPs, where a reliable PFP means that the two feature-pairs involved in it
potentially correspond to each other. We then select from Ω a small number of consistent ones as
the final sets of matching landmarks (S TEP 3). The details are described below.
Voting for reliable PFPs. First, we describe how to compute Ω. Recall that we have sorted the set
of registrations between SA and SB , Π, by their scores. Consider the top N transformations from
Π, Π(N ). They roughly provide a set of “good” registrations between SA and SB . Intuitively, if a
feature-pair s1 ∈ F(A) corresponds to s2 ∈ F(B), then s1 should be close to s2 w.r.t many good
registrations from Π(N ). Our algorithm is based on this idea.
First, to measure the distance between two feature-pairs s1 and s2 , we use landmark-based distance based on some temporary landmarks. In particular, recall that any transformation µ ∈ Π(N )
was generated by, thus associated with, a pairs of feature-pairs, say (a0 , a1 ) ∈ F(A) and (b0 , b1 )
∈ F(B). We use ai ’s and bi ’s, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, as temporary landmarks for SA and SB respectively, under current registration µ. That is, each point in p ∈ SA now has the following 5-tuple
as its coordinate: p = hpx , py , pz , gd(p, a0 ), gd(p, a1 )i, and similarly for a point q ∈ SB . For a
PFP (s1 , s2 ) where s1 = (p1 , p2 ) and s2 = (q1 , q2 ), the distance between s1 and s2 is defined as
δ(s1 , s2 ) = δ(p1 , µ(q1 )) + δ(p2 , µ(q2 )), where δ() is the landmark-based distance as introduced
earlier in Eqn (1). Furthermore, we say that s1 and s2 are compatible if (1) difference between the
length of p1 p2 and q1 q2 is small and (2) difference between Elev(p1 ) and Elev(q1 ) is also small.
Now, to obtain reliable PFPs, the algorithm maintains a vote counter for every PFP between F(A)
and F(B). In particular, for any transformation in Π(N ), the algorithm increases the vote counter
of a PFP (s1 , s2 ) by one if s1 and s2 are compatible, and if the distance between them, δ(s1 , s2 ) is
smaller than some threshold λ1 . The algorithm then scans through all transformations from Π(N ),
and ranks the set of PFPs by their vote counts at the end. Obviously, higher votes indicates more
reliable PFPs. In our implementation, we compute the votes for PFPs by standard hashing idea,
where different from the traditional geometric hashing algorithms which vote for transformations,
our approach is a somewhat dual version where we use a set of transformations to vote for feature
pairs. The high level framework is outlined in Figure 4.
Finally, we take Ω as the set of PFPs with a vote greater than some threshold λ2 . We next aim
at selecting from Ω one reliable PFP from each semi-rigid component as landmarks. So if there
are k semi-rigid components, ideally, we choose k feature pairs; denote by LP the resulting set of k
PFPs.
Selecting landmarks from Ω. To find LP[0], the PFP to identify the first semi-rigid component,
we scan through Ω in order of decreasing votes, and return the first PFP whose corresponding transformation produces a registration with score greater than some threshold λ3 . In our experiments, the
first pair from Ω is usually returned as LP[0].
Suppose we have one reliable PFP, say (s1 , s2 ), that does not lie on the component identified
by LP[0]. Intuitively, it should be consistent w.r.t. LP[0], namely, the landmark-based distance
between s1 and µ(s2 ) is small (i.e, smaller than some threshold λ4 ), where µ = µ[0]; while at the
same time, the Euclidean distances between corresponding points from s1 and µ(s2 ) are large (i.e,
greater than some threshold λ5 ). Hence our algorithm first eliminates from Ω those PFPs that are
not consistent with LP[0]. It then choose from the remaining PFPs the first one (thus with highest
vote) that has a large euclidean distance between corresponding points w.r.t. µ[0], and set it as LP[1].
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VoteReliablePFPs (Π, N , F(A), F(B))
// stage 1: Registration:
For every µ ∈ Π(N ) Do
For every s = (p, q) in F(A) Do
construct landmark-based coordinates p, q w.r.t. µ
compute an index based on p, q
register s in a hash table based on its index
Endfor
Endfor
// stage 2: Voting:
For every µ ∈ Π(N ) Do
apply µ to F(B)
For every s = (p, q) in F(B) Do
construct landmark-based coordinates p, q w.r.t. µ
compute an index based on p, q
access corresponding hash table bin associated with this index
For every feature-pair s0 ∈ F(A) in this bin Do
increase votes for the PFP (s0 , s) if they are compatible
Endfor
Endfor
rank all PFPs by their votes, return Ω: those with vote ≥ λ2
Endfor

Figure 4: Compute a set of reliable PFPs Ω.

One can then repeat this procedure to identify more components till no PFPs from Ω are left.
Once LP is computed, we collect the set of endpoints from s1 ’s (resp. s2 ’s) for all (s1 , s2 ) ∈ LP as
the landmark set L for SA (resp. M for SB ).

3.4

Segmentation

Given LP, L and M as constructed above, let k = |LP|; |L| = |M| = 2k. We compute the landmark
coordinates (a (2k + 3)-tuple) for every point on SA and SB . To segment the input surface, say SA ,
into the k corresponding components, we construct a function fi : SA → R, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, as
follows. Align SA and SB based on µ[i], the transformation corresponding to LP[i]. For every point
p ∈ SA , find its nearest neighbor NN(p) from SB based on the (2k + 3)-tuple landmark coordinates.
Set fi (p) = δ(p, NN(p)). We say that a point p belongs to component-i if fi (p) = minkj=1 fj (p).
To obtain the i’th segment, we simply collect all points from component-i.
Remarks. We now come back to the four problems raised at the beginning of this section. Our
algorithm uses the top N transformations from Π to vote for reliable PFPs, thus it does not relies
on any single rigid transformation (P1). We use landmark-based distance instead of euclidean distance, which is potentially more stable under semi-rigid deformations (P2). In particular, the set of
feature-pairs obtained from the elevation function produces a meaningful set of point-pairs, and they
provide landmarks both in the voting process and in the final segmentation. Finally, landmark-based
distance also helps us to distinguish PFPs from different components (P3), as well as induce the
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final segmentation (P4).

4

Experimental Results

Time complexity.
Given two input surfaces SA and SB , of n and m vertices respectively, the
most time consuming step is the P REPROCESSING step: compute the set of feature pairs of SA and
SB using the elevation function [2]. The worst case complexity for computing elevation maxima is
O(n4 ), although in practice, it is much faster. We consider this step as the preprocessing step, as
once the set of feature pairs of a surface is computed, one can use it for multiple registration tasks.
It is hard to give an exact time complexity for the remaining algorithm, as geometric hashing
technique is involved, and it also depends on choices of different parameters. More specifically,
S TEP 1 computes the set of coarse rigid transformations using geometric hashing technique with
running time O(t1 (|F(A)|2 + r1 |F(B)|2 )), where t1 is the time to access a particular entry in
the hash table given an index, and r1 is the maximum size of a bin associated with any index in
the hash table; both t1 and r1 are usually considered to be constants. In S TEP 2, we approximate geodesic distance by the graph distance (i.e., using only edges from the input mesh). Thus
it takes O(N (n + m) log nm) to approximate geodesic distance from all vertices to all points
contributing to the top N transformations of Π using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The voting algorithm
runs in roughly O(N (|F(A)| + |F(B)|)) time. A straightforward implementation of S TEP 3 takes
O(|Ω|2 + |F(A)||F(B)|) time, and S TEP 4 runs in O(nm) time (for every p ∈ SA , we find its
nearest neighbor under Landmark-based distance in O(m) time). In practice N, |F(A)|, |F(B)|,
and |Ω| are usually around 100.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) and (b) show the two input surfaces (isosurfaces from the pseudo-EM-map computed for
molecules with PDB codes 1FMW and 1VOW respectively. In (c), we see that the points from the small
leg are locally similar, thus hard to decide how to align abc with a0 b0 c0 just by local information.

Inputs setup. Our targeted application is to segment low resolution data, such as cryo-EM data, in
order to facilitate the analysis of their deformation when high resolution atomic structure of an input
molecule is not available. In this section, we use the so-called “pseudo-maps” as in [10] to test our
algorithm so that the correct answer is known. In particular, we take a pair of different conformations
of the same molecule that undergoes some large hinge-type deformations. For each conformation,
to obtain its pseudo-EM-map, we take its high-resolution structure and use the EMAN software
package [23] to introduce certain amount of Gaussian noise to its original density map. We then
compute the iso-surface w.r.t some prefixed value in the coarsened density map (pseudo-EM-map)
to produce input surface for our algorithm.
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We applied our algorithm to three sets of test data. The first set includes the prehydrolyzing state
(PDB code 1FMW, [7]) and the ATP hydrolyzing state (PDB code 1VOM [34]) of myosin. The data
we use are after pre-procession at Pande’s group at Stanford University for normal modes analysis
applications, where some extra residues are removed so that the two conformations have the same
length. The second set is obtained from the Database of Macromolecular Movements [4]. They are
two conformations of DNA Polymerase beta (PDB codes 1BPD and 2BPG respectively). As we
will see later, these two sets present different properties in their motion. The third set is also from
the Database of Macromolecular Movements. They are the two conformations of ATP sulfurylase
(PDB codes 1I2D and 1M8P respectively). For all three sets of data, we read in their PDB file,
generated their pseudo-EM-map using EMAN software [23], and extract two sets of surfaces. The
input surfaces are in random relative orientations. We then compute the set of feature pairs for all
input surfaces using algorithm from [39].
Segmentation results. The Myosin data set has a relatively small deformation among the two
input sets. Roughly speaking, this molecular motor has a main body and two small legs, one of them
moves outwards during the deformation (Figure 5 (a) and (b)). Although the moving component
and the deformation is relative small, we note that the small leg is rather homogeneous. It does not
have any locally very distinguishable features to help to establish correspondences for this small leg.
Thus locally there are ambiguity how to align triangle abc from SA to a0 b0 c0 in SB . This problem is
alleviated in our approach by also considering their geodesics to landmarks on the main components
(thus incorporating more global information). The two input surfaces, SA and SB , have 8314 and
8226 vertices respectively. After preprocessing, we have |F(A)| = 132 and |F(B)| = 72, thus
representing SA and SB in a much more concise way. Our algorithm identifies two components for
this data sets, and the corresponding landmarks are shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b). The resulting
two components produced are shown in 6 (c). The computation of feature pairs from the Elevation
function takes roughly 100 minutes for each input surface. Once this pre-processing is done, the rest
of the algorithm finishes within seconds, much more efficient than the optimization approach in [36]
that takes at least several hours. Its fast speed enables users to play with different parameters and
compute more than one possible segmentations as seeds for later more refined registration or other
types of processes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: In (a), we align the two surfaces by their first pair of feature pairs computed by our algorithm
(identifying the main component); one of them is roughly marked. In (b), we mark the pair of corresponding
feature pairs identifying the smaller components from the two surfaces respectively. The resulting segmentation
is shown in (c).
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The DNA Polymerase beta data presents large scaled deformation in its two conformations. The
motion includes hinge-type bending as well as some twisting. Furthermore, the topology of the two
input surfaces are also different: the genus of the ending surface is one (see Figure 7 (a) and (b) ).
So there can be reasonable amount of distortion in geodesics as well. Nevertheless, our algorithm is
able to identify two components as shown in Figure 7 (c), demonstrating its robustness. The third
data set also presents both hinge-type bending and twisting. The result is shown in Figure 7 (d) - (f).
The two segmented components correspond roughly to the two main domains in the molecule. The
running time for these two data sets is of the same order as the first one.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7: (a) and (b) show the input surfaces extracted from the pseudo-EM-map for molecules with PDB codes
1BPD and 2BPG respectively. The resulting segmentation is shown in (c). (d) and (e) are molecules with PDB
codes 1I2D and 1M8P, and (f) shows the resulting segmentation.

Robustness and parameters. We note that for efficiency reason, our algorithm approximates the
geodesic distances by graph distances in input meshes. It is well known that for “bad” meshes,
such as those with long and skinny triangles, the graph distance can be arbitrarily far from the real
geodesic distance. This distortion also depends on the resolution of input surfaces, where a finer
triangulation tends to lead to lower distortion. Hence in practice, it is desirable that the two input
triangular meshes should have roughly uniform sampling, good triangles, and similar resolution.
In our experiments, input surfaces are obtained as iso-surfaces from some density map of the same
resolution. Hence the resulting meshes are usually of compatible meshing qualities. For other inputs,
some pre-processing, such as refining input meshes, may be necessary. We remark that the algorithm
is reasonably robust with respect to the resolution of input meshes, as long as both meshes have
similar quality. We have conducted experiments on the third data sets on meshes of two different
resolutions, and obtained similar segmentation results. However, if input meshes are too coarse, then
the algorithm fails to capture good feature pairs, and geodesic distances also becomes too coarse to
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be useful. In general, it is important to note that the quality of input meshes strongly influence the
performance of our segmentation algorithm.
There are several parameters involved in our algorithm. Ideally, we hope that the values of
these parameters can be decided automatically. Currently, however, the user needs to input these
thresholds. Part of the reason is because that these parameters are case-dependent. For example,
geodesic distances are much less preserved in the second test data compared to the other two sets.
To increase tolerance in the geodesic distance, it is necessary to increase the threshold related to
geodesic distances. Since the deformation is also large in this case, we are still able to identify
semi-rigid subcomponents reliably. We have also conducted several experiments for the third data
sets using different sets of parameters around the one used for the reported result in Figure 7 (f).
Similar segmentation results are obtained, although the landmarks computed may vary.

5

Discussion

We have proposed in this paper a new method to extract a few reliable landmarks for surfaces
undergoing hinge-type deformation, which further help define a segmentation of the input surface
into semi-rigid subunits. Our preliminary experimental results show that the algorithm is efficient
and effective, identifying semi-rigid subunits automatically, once input parameters are given.
Although our targeted application is to segment low-resolution molecular data to facilitate analysis of their deformation when no atomic structure is available, the proposed method can be applied
to other fields where semi-rigid deformations are involved. The landmarks computed by our algorithm are of independent interest, and can be inputs for other segmentation or tracking algorithms.
For example, these landmarks can help to produce a deformation between two conformations using
approaches such as ‘as-rigid-as possible’ shape interpolation [3].
Our current experiments with the pseudo-EM data serves as a proof-of-principle test for our
new algorithm. In the next step, we plan to apply the algorithm to real EM data to provide an
efficient tool to, for example, facilitate biologists detecting the presence of a certain structure (e.g, a
particular protein) in the low resolution structure of a complex system (e.g, in the ribosome), as well
as the deformation involved. One main challenge involved is the reliability of geodesic distances for
isosurfaces extracted from real EM data, which can be very noisy: for example, the surfaces may
connect to each other by small bridges, creating short cuts and changing geodesics greatly. It is an
interesting and important problem to characterize major types of topological features created this
way, and to develop methods to remove them.
Finally, currently, our algorithm focuses on a very specific type of deformation where geodesic
distances are relatively well-preserved. We will investigate other types of invariants (other than
geodesics) which can embrace more general types of non-rigid deformations. We leave this as one
important future direction. Note that both the landmark based distance and the voting scheme in our
framework are general, and can be modified to accommodate other types of invariants. We also point
out that currently, our method segments input molecular surfaces at a single level, while methods
such as normal modes analysis can describe motions at multiple scales. It will be interesting to see
whether our framework can be further improved to capture deformation at more levels.
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